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Abstract. Law enforcement agencies routinely collect both rolled and
plain ﬁngerprints of all the ten ﬁngers of suspects. These two types of
ﬁngerprints complement each other, since rolled ﬁngerprints are of larger
size and contain more minutiae, and plain ﬁngerprints are less aﬀected
by distortion and have clearer ridge structure. It is widely known in the
law enforcement community that searching both rolled and plain ﬁngerprints can improve the accuracy of latent matching, but, this does
not appear to be a common practice in law enforcement. To our knowledge, only rank level fusion option is provided by the vendors. There
has been no systematic study and comparison of diﬀerent fusion techniques. In this paper, multiple fusion approaches at three diﬀerent levels
(rank, score and feature) are proposed to fuse rolled and plain ﬁngerprints. Experimental results in searching 230 latents in the ELFT-EFS
Public Challenge Dataset against a database of 4,180 pairs of rolled and
plain ﬁngerprints show that most of the fusion approaches can improve
the identiﬁcation performance. The greatest improvement was obtained
by boosted max fusion at the score level, which reaches a rank-1 identiﬁcation rate of 83.0%, compared to the rank-1 rate of 57.8% for plain
and 70.4% for rolled prints.
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Introduction

Automated Fingerprint Identiﬁcation Systems (AFIS) have played an important
role in forensic, law enforcement and many civilian applications. Fingerprint images in AFIS can be broadly classiﬁed into three categories, namely, (i) rolled,
(ii) plain/ﬂat and (iii) latent. Figure 1 shows these three types of ﬁngerprint
images from the same ﬁnger. Rolled ﬁngerprint images are obtained by rolling
a ﬁnger from one side to the other (“nail-to-nail”) in order to capture all the
ridge details of a ﬁnger. Plain ﬁngerprints are those in which the ﬁnger is pressed
down on a ﬂat surface but not rolled. Rolled and plain impressions are obtained
either by scanning the inked impression on paper or by directly using livescan
devices. In AFIS, rolled and plain ﬁngerprints are generally acquired in an attended mode and are subject to a recapture if the image quality is poor. In
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Fig. 1. Three types of ﬁngerprint images. (a) Rolled ﬁngerprint, (b) plain ﬁngerprint
and (c) latent ﬁngerprint.

contrast, latent ﬁngerprints are lifted from surfaces of objects that are inadvertently touched or handled by a person through a variety of means ranging from
simply photographing the print to more complex dusting or chemical processing
[1]. With small area, unclear ridge structure, complex background and strong
distortion, latent ﬁngerprints generally have the worst image quality among the
three types of ﬁngerprints. However, it is the matching of a latent ﬁngerprint
against a database of rolled/plain ﬁngerprints that is of utmost importance in
forensics and law enforcement to apprehend suspects.
AFIS may work in automatic or semi-automatic mode depending on speciﬁc
applications. In civil background check application, 10 ﬁnger impressions (rolled
or plain) are submitted and the AFIS automatically returns the mated subject
or reports no matches found. In suspect identiﬁcation application, latents are
submitted and the system generally returns a list of top candidates, which are
then reviewed by latent experts.
Fingerprint image quality has a signiﬁcant impact on system accuracy. Since
the quality of latents is not controllable, it is important to ensure that enrolled
ﬁngerprints in the database have as clear ridge structure as possible. During the
enrollment, the rolled and plain ﬁngerprints of the ten ﬁngers of a person are
obtained through fourteen impressions. These impressions can be captured by
using traditional tenprint cards or livescan devices. Traditional tenprint cards
(see Fig. 2) contain the rolled impressions of the ten ﬁngers as well as four slap
impressions: the left slap (four ﬁngers of the left hand), the right slap (four
ﬁngers of the right hand) and the thumb slaps (left and right thumbs). A segmentation algorithm is used to automatically segment the slaps into individual
plain ﬁngerprints. There are two reasons for including plain ﬁngerprints in tenprint cards: (i) while rolled ﬁngerprints contain larger size and larger number
of minutiae, plain ﬁngerprints are less distorted and often have clearer ridges;
and (ii) out-of-sequence rolled ﬁngerprints can be easily detected by matching
rolled images to slap images [2]. With an aim to avoid the time-consuming and
error prone rolling process, a touchless 3D ﬁngerprint sensor was proposed in
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Fig. 2. A tenprint card from NIST SD29 consisting of fourteen ﬁngerprint impressions

[3], which reconstructs 3D ﬁngerprint using stereo vision techniques and then
creates 2D rolled-equivalent ﬁngerprints. While such a scanner is very desirable,
the image quality provided by the current prototype of the scanner still needs
signiﬁcant improvement [4].
There have been some studies that compare matching accuracy using plain
and rolled ﬁngerprints. In the plain-to-rolled ﬁngerprint matching experiments
conducted by NIST [5], the identiﬁcation rate of 10-ﬁnger plain-to-rolled and
rolled-to-rolled is 97.5% and 97.9%, respectively. The Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) [6] has conducted an experiment to evaluate the accuracy of
matching latents against plain and rolled ﬁngerprints. The hit rate of searching 250 latents in NIST SD27 against plain and rolled ﬁngerprints in the FBI’s
Integrated Automated Fingerprint Identiﬁcation System (IAFIS) is 38.8% and
54.4%, respectively. Fusion at rank level leads to a hit rate of 61.2%. Given this
relatively low performance of latent ﬁngerprint matching [8, 9], there is a strong
need for the improvement in the fusion of plain and rolled ﬁngerprints for latent
ﬁngerprint matching.
Fusion of plain and rolled ﬁngerprints is a type of multibiometric technique
[10]. A multibiometric system can combine evidences from diﬀerent sources, such
as multiple ﬁngers [11], multiple sensors [12], multiple samples [13] and multiple
representations [14]. Fusing plain and rolled ﬁngerprints can be viewed as fusing
multiple samples of the ﬁnger. It can also be viewed as combining the impressions of the same ﬁnger captured by diﬀerent sensors or sensing procedures. The
evidences provided by diﬀerent sources can be combined at diﬀerent levels, such
as score level [11, 14], feature level [13] and image level [13, 15]. Although it is
generally believed that early stage fusion (image level) should provide better
performance, fusion at the score level has received much more attention than fusion at the other levels. There are relatively few studies on fusion at the feature
and image level in the literature [13, 15]. In addition, no systematic work has
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been done to compare diﬀerent fusion approaches at diﬀerent levels for ﬁngerprint identiﬁcation, especially in the case of fusing plain and rolled ﬁngerprints
for latent matching.
In this study, multiple fusion approaches at each of the three diﬀerent levels
(rank, score and feature) are proposed to fuse rolled and plain ﬁngerprints. These
fusion approaches are evaluated according to the matching accuracy in searching
latent ﬁngerprints against rolled and plain ﬁngerprints. Experimental results
indicate that most of the fusion methods can improve the matching accuracy;
the greatest improvement was obtained by boosted max fusion at the score level.
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Fig. 3. (a) A latent ﬁngerprint, (b) mated plain ﬁngerprint, and (c) mated rolled
ﬁngerprint. Reliable minutiae are marked by green squares and unreliable ones are
marked by red circles.
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2.1

Fusion Experiments
Database and Matcher

Experiments were conducted on the ELFT-EFS Public Challenge Dataset Release 1.1, which consists of 230 latents and 202 tenprint cards. The link between
latents and the mated ﬁngerprints was provided. Most of the latents and mated
rolled prints in this dataset are contained in NIST SD27. The NIST SD27 was
not used, since it does not contain plain ﬁngerprints. To increase the background
database size, all 216 tenprint cards in set A of NIST SD29 were also used. Totally, the background database consists of 4,180 pairs of plain and rolled prints.
The features in the latents were manually marked, which is a common practice in the law enforcement community. Three types of features are used: minutiae, ridge orientation map and quality map. A minutia has four attributes: x, y,
direction and quality. The minutia quality has two levels: reliable and unreliable.
Ridge orientation map and quality map are deﬁned on non-overlapping blocks of
16 × 16 pixels. The quality of a block has three levels: background, bad quality
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and good quality. The features of the plain and rolled ﬁngerprints were automatically detected using the feature extraction algorithm in [9]. Figure 3 shows
a latent and the mated plain and rolled ﬁngerprints (with minutiae marked).
The minutiae matching algorithm in [9] was used to match the 230 latents
against the database containing 4,180 pairs of plain and rolled ﬁngerprints. The
Cumulative Match Characteristic (CMC) curves of of latent-to-plain and latentto-rolled matching are shown in Fig. 4. These two CMC curves are also included
in all the subsequent ﬁgures as a baseline to evaluate fusion performance. A CMC
curve plots the rank-k identiﬁcation rate against k, for k = 1, 2, · · · , 20. The
rank-k identiﬁcation rate indicates the proportion of times the mated ﬁngerprint
occurs in the top k matches. The rank-1 identiﬁcation rates of latent-to-plain and
latent-to-rolled are 57.8% and 70.4%, respectively. As expected, the accuracy of
seaching latents against rolled images is much higher than against plain images.
This phenomenon was also observed in the experiments conducted by FBI [6],
where the rank-1 rates of latent-to-plain and latent-to-rolled matching are 38.8%
and 54.4%, respectively.
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Fig. 4. The CMC curves of two rank level fusion methods: highest rank and Borda
count.

2.2

Rank Level

Two rank level fusion methods are adopted: highest rank and Borda count [16].
In the highest rank method, ﬁngers are sorted with respect to the higher rank of
plain and rolled ﬁngerprints. If two ﬁngers have the same higher rank, they are
sorted by the lower rank of plain and rolled ﬁngerprints. If both the higher and
the lower ranks are the same, the two ﬁngers are randomly sorted. The Borda
count method uses the sum of the ranks of plain and rolled ﬁngerprints to sort
ﬁngers. If the sums are the same, the two ﬁngerprints are sorted by the higher
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rank of plain and rolled ﬁngerprints. If both the higher and the lower ranks are
the same, the two ﬁngers are randomly sorted. The CMC curves of these two
rank level fusion methods are given in Fig. 4. It can be observed that highest
rank method is much better than Borda count. The accuracy of Borda count is
even lower than that of latent-to-rolled matching. This is not surprising, since
if either one of plain and rolled ﬁngerprints has poor quality, the fused rank
according to Borda count will be very low. In our experiments, we found that
weighted Borda count also does not provide better performance.
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Fig. 5. The scatter plot of the rotation and translation diﬀerences of genuine matches
and impostor matches.

2.3

Score Level

Five score level fusion rules are tested: min, max, sum, product and boosted max.
The purpose of the boosted max is to boost the score of genuine matches. Generally, for genuine matches, the spatial transformations among latent, plain and
rolled ﬁngerprints are consistent. But for impostor matches, the spatial transformations are generally not consistent. Let TLP , TLR and TP R denote the rigid
transformation matrices from latent to plain, latent to rolled and plain to rolled,
respectively. These transformations are computed by our minutiae matcher. If
the rigid transformation represented by TLP R = TLP ×TP R is similar to the rigid
transformation represented by TLR , the transformations among latent, plain and
rolled ﬁngerprints are viewed as consistent; otherwise they are viewed as inconsistent. Two rigid transformations, TLP R and TLR , are said to be similar if the
diﬀerence between the two rotations is less than π/8 and the Euclidean distance
between the two translations is less than 50 pixels. Figure 5 shows the scatter
plot of the rotation and translation diﬀerences between TLP R and TLR for genuine matches and impostor matches. In the scatter plot, the genuine matches
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Fig. 6. The CMC curves of ﬁve score level fusion methods: sum, product, min, max
and boosted max.

form a cluster near the origin, while the impostor matches scatter in the entire
plane. The fused score according to boosted max rule is computed as:
{
max(sP , sR ) + w · min(sP , sR ) if consistent
sF =
,
(1)
max(sP , sR )
if inconsistent
where sP and sR denote the scores of latent-to-plain and latent-to-rolled, respectively, and w is a weight assigned to the minimum score, which has been
set as 0.3 empirically. The CMC curves of these ﬁve score level fusion methods
are given in Fig. 6. It can be observed that (i) all score level fusion rules provide improved performance except for the min rule, and (ii) boosted max gives
the largest improvement, improving the rate-1 identiﬁcation rate from 70.4%
(rolled) and 57.8% (plain) to 83.0%. The good performance of boosted max can
be explained by the scatter plot in Fig. 5.
2.4

Feature Level

The plain and rolled ﬁngerprints of the same ﬁnger are matched using our
matcher. The output of the matcher includes a matching score, a set of matched
minutiae, and the spatial transformation between the two images. The features
of the plain ﬁngerprint are mapped into the coordinate system of the rolled
ﬁngerprint. Three types of regions are identiﬁed: common region, plain-only region and rolled-only region. In the common region and the rolled-only region,
the ridge orientation and quality of the rolled ﬁngerprint are adopted. In the
plain-only region, the ridge orientation and quality of the plain ﬁngerprint are
adopted.
Now we consider merging two sets of minutiae, minutiae from the plain ﬁngerprint and minutiae from the rolled ﬁngerprint, into one composite minutiae
set. Minutiae that do not lie in the common region of the two ﬁngerprints are
7
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Fig. 7. Features of (a) the plain ﬁngerprint, (b) the rolled ﬁngerprint and (c) the
composite ﬁngerprint. Reliable minutiae are marked by green squares and unreliable
ones are marked by red circles. Orientations in good quality regions are marked by
dark lines and orientations in bad quality regions are marked by bright lines.

directly used in the composite minutiae set. The minutiae in the common region
may be either matched or unmatched. For matched minutiae, the minutiae in
the rolled ﬁngerprints are used and set as reliable if either of the two matched
minutiae is reliable. The unmatched minutiae in the common region are treated
in two diﬀerent ways: (i) use all the unmatched minutiae, or (ii) if an unmatched
minutia is reliable, set its quality as unreliable and include it in the composite
minutiae set; if an unmatched minutia is unreliable, do not include it in the composite minutiae set. Figure 7 shows the features of a plain ﬁngerprint, the mated
rolled ﬁngerprint and the composite ﬁngerprint. The CMC curves of these two
feature level fusion methods are given in Fig. 8. It can be observed that (i) both
the methods provide improved performance and (ii) the ﬁrst minutiae fusion
method is slightly better than the second one.
An example is given in Fig. 9 to compare the diﬀerent fusion methods. When
searching for the latent in Fig. 9 in the databases, the mated plain ﬁngerprint
gets a matching score of 0.39 and a rank of 16, and the mated rolled ﬁngerprint
gets a matching score of 0.30 and a rank of 119. The higher rank of the plain
image is because in the region that corresponds to the latent, the plain image
has clearer ridge structures than the rolled image. Boosted max rule improves
the mated ﬁnger to rank one and the feature level fusion improves it to rank
three. The highest rank method gives a poor result due to the eﬀect of ties.
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Conclusions and Future Work

The problem of fusing rolled and plain ﬁngerprints to improve the latent matching accuracy has been considered. Diﬀerent fusion methods at three diﬀerent levels (namely rank, score and feature) are studied. Experimental results in searching 230 latents against a database consisting of the plain and rolled ﬁngerprints
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Fig. 8. The CMC curves of two diﬀerent feature level fusion methods.

of 4,180 ﬁngers indicate that boosted max provides the greatest improvement in
identiﬁcation accuracy.
The eventual goal of fusing rolled and plain ﬁngerprints is to obtain full ﬁngerprints of high quality. On one hand, new sensors or combination of sensors
should be considered and on the other hand, robust fusion schemes should be
explored based on existing data and sensors. Fingerprint mosaicking is a promising direction; however, simple image mosaicking using minutiae-based alignment
is not likely to provide good performance. To develop a robust ﬁngerprint mosaicking algorithm, the distortion between rolled and plain ﬁngerprints must be
accurately estimated, which is a challenging problem. We have only focused on
fusing exemplar ﬁngerprints in this work. Fusion of latent ﬁngerprints is another
opportunity for improving matching accuracy. For instance, a ﬁngerprint mosaicking algorithm can be used to merge multiple latents left by the same ﬁnger
into a single latent with higher image quality and larger image size.
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